




Abou-Bakr, Omaima.  “Islamic Feminism: What’s in a Name?”  Middle East Women’s
Studies Review 15, 4 and 16, 1 (Winter/Spring 2001): 1-4.
How far is the term ‘Islamic feminism’ used by Muslim women themselves, and how far
is it imposed by Western or non-Muslim scholars? Some Muslim women do identify as
Islamic feminists. Others prefer such terms as ‘Muslim scholar activist’ although they
adhere to both feminist and religious principles. Is this label taken on as a strategy to
make feminism more acceptable to Muslims? This may be so for some, however genuine
Muslims express their religious beliefs as a principled position not a strategy. Many
studies present Islamic feminism as contradictory. However, Islamic feminists do not
simply critique dominant interpretations of Islam, but also draw on Islamic texts and
values to provide alternatives. Islamic feminism focuses on the Qur’an, with women
asserting their right to interpret texts which have historically been interpreted by
patriarchal male scholars. Feminist interpretations are being used not only in relation to
women’s rights and position, but to call upon men to give more in the family, and to end
abuse of power over and scapegoating of women.
Badran, Margot.  “Independent Women: More Than a Century of Feminism in Egypt.”
Arab Women: Old Boundaries, New Frontiers.  Ed. Judith E. Tucker.
Bloomington, Indiana: Indiana University Press, 1993, 129-149.
This article challenges the perception of third-world feminism compared to secular
western feminism.  It offers a survey of the development of feminist thought and
movement over one hundred years in Egypt.  As the forerunner in Middle Eastern
feminist thought, Egypt’s contributions have influenced other kinds of feminist ideology,
including Islamic feminism.
Badran, Margot.  “Islamic Feminism: What’s in a Name?” Al-Ahram Weekly 10 (2002):
17-23.
This article focuses on defining feminism and Islamic feminism. It also touches upon the
history of feminism and the immergence of Islamic feminism. It incorporates new and old
ideas of women’s rights as well as the underlying assumptions of feminist ideology. The
article comes across as a tool or checklist of characteristics of feminism and also
consequently provides a worldwide secular and non secular understanding of the concept
of feminism in Islam.
Basarudin, Azza.  “Dismantling Bridges, Building Solidarity: Reconciling Western and
            Arab Feminisms.”  Al Raida (The Pioneer).  2002.
What measures are needed to enable feminists from different cultural contexts to work
together? This paper argues that there is a need for Western feminism to truly understand
and incorporate both cultural diversity and correspondingly diverse strategies for
empowerment and liberation. Struggles for gender equality will vary according to the
shifting faces of patriarchal systems and importantly, to other socio-cultural factors such
as colonialism, racism and economics. Western feminism must cease to focus on the
‘passivity’ of Muslim women and must instead recognize and examine their significant
activity in the public sphere – a good example being the role of women in the Palestinian
Intifada. The paper points to the need for a more engaged cross-cultural dialogue through
which Western feminism acknowledges its own positioning within the cultural context of
Christian capitalism, and through which Arab women are able to influence the
international or transnational feminist agenda. The paper also outlines the need for
establishing connections between local and global activism and peacemaking. ‘The
ultimate challenge for feminist movements is providing new ways of linking the
particulars of women’s lives, activities and goals.
Mael, Fred A.  “Single-Sex and Coeducational Schooling:  Relationships to
Socioemotional and Academic Development.”  Review of Educational
Research, Vol. 68, No. 2.  (Summer, 1998), pp. 101-129.
The role of coeducation versus separate-sex schooling in the academic, socioemotional,
interpersonal, and career development of adolescents is discussed.  Arguments and
research support for both types of schooling are reviewed.  Separate-sex schooling seems
to provide potential academic and attitudinal benefits for at least some students.  The
limitations of current research are discussed, and the directions for further research are
offered.
Mahmood, Saba.  Politics of Piety: the Islamic Revival and the Feminist Subject.  New
      Jersey:  Princeton University Press, 2005.
This novel is an analysis of Islamist cultural politics through the ethnography of a
thriving, grassroots women's piety movement in the mosques of Cairo, Egypt. It goes in
depth to discuss the moral reform movement whose orthodox practices are commonly
viewed as inconsequential to Egypt's political landscape. Mahmood's explores these
practices and shows how the ethical and the political are indelibly linked within the
context of such movements.
Majid, Anouar.  “The Politics of Feminism in Islam.”  Chicago and London:  The
University of Chicago Press, 2002.
How can the emancipation of the masses, particularly women, be achieved in the Islamic
world? This article rejects the idea that the Western secular, capitalist model and Western
versions of human rights and democracy offer Islamic countries a desirable path to
emancipation. Western approaches tend to simplify women's issues under Islam, ignoring
heterogeneity in Arab societies and are often biased against Islam. Clerical, orthodox
Islam has also prevented emancipation for women and minorities. But the initial Islamic
period, before the arrival of the Caliphate political system, had genuine spaces for
democratic practice and equality between the sexes. The article calls for Islam to be
critically redefined, with attention to its early history, to remove the restrictive laws and
traditions that it has since gained, including through interaction with other cultures. This
will allow the creation of a viable alternative, to both Westernization and religious
extremism, that is both indigenous and progressive. Such action is already being taken by
Iranian women and feminists in other parts of the Islamic world.
Mernissi, Fatima. Beyond the Veil: Male-Female Dynamics in Modern Muslim Society. 
Indiana UP, 1985.
This novel looks at traditional Islamic roles of women and juxtaposes them against the
20th century society’s views on male-female relations and expectations. Specific to my
project, this book discusses the role of and the rights to education for both Muslim men
and women and how these roles and rights are either held up or rejected due to cultural
practices or norms. It also discusses ideas of Islamic feminism and the liberation of the
Muslim woman by Western culture, ideals, and shift in social order.
Schwartz, Daniel L.  “Discrimination on Campus:  A Critical Examination of Single-Sex
     College Social Organizations.”  California Law Review, Vol. 75, No. 6.  (Dec., 1987),
     pp. 2117-2164.
Exclusionary policies help perpetuate traditional gender differences in the labor force and
reinforce the stereotypic notion that men and women should have separate roles in
society. These policies also create gender-based inequities in the distribution of campus
housing. This Comment argues that male and female students should have an equal
opportunity to become members of any CSO (College Social Organization). Toward this
end, the Comment analyzes two means for challenging the legality of single-sex
membership policies at CSO's. First, it examines state public accommodations statutes
and argues that many of these statutes are broad enough to encompass CSO's. It then
discusses the constitutional freedoms of intimate and expressive association and contends
that these rights do not preclude the application of state public accommodations laws to
CSO's. Second, this Comment analyzes challenges based on the equal protection clause
of the fourteenth amendment. It concludes that under the "intermediate scrutiny" test
currently applicable to gender-based classifications, equal protection challenges should
prevail against CSO's affiliated with public colleges and universities
Shilling, Chris.  “Social Space, Gender Inequalities and Educational Differentiation.”
      British Journal of Sociology of Education, Vol. 12, No. 1.  (1991), pp. 23-44.
This paper argues that the study of social space should be integral to analyses of the
relationship between educational differentiation and social reproduction. It focuses on
how space is used in schools as a resource in the production of unequal gender relations.
Space is viewed not simply as a context in which interaction occurs, but as a phenomenon
which both produces, and is produced by, gendered power relations.
Tohidi, Nayereh.  “Islamic Feminism: Perils and Promises.”  Middle East Women’s
      Studies Review 16 (Fall/Winter 2002): 1-6.
What are the links between Islam, feminism and modernity? In the Middle East, the
changes in socialization and political awareness of women themselves have not been
accompanied by a change in gender roles, family structures and the law. This paper
comes from the perspective that women are not only affected by change but are
themselves its agents. It describes how Islamic Feminism has provided a feminist
reinterpretation of Islamic texts together with an alternative view of modernity from that
presented by Western feminism. The paper identifies three broad concerns with regard to
the term ‘Islamic Feminism’. Firstly it points to the implication that Islamic Feminism
must be directly engaged in interpretation of the Quran, and notes that this may exclude
other research and analysis. Secondly it warns of negative repercussions that may arise as
a result of the attention given to the concept by Western feminists and journalists. Thirdly
it indicates that Islam is neither the sole cause, nor the sole solution of women’s
subordination and yet the term ‘Islamic Feminism' foregrounds Islam as the primary
identifying factor in the region and one whose affects are unified throughout. The paper
concludes by calling for the contextualization of feminist claims and the need for
dialogue and flexibility within and between feminisms.
Yazbeck, Yvonne, Jane I. Smith, and Kathleen M. Moore.  Muslim Women in America:
     the Challenge of Islamic Identity Today.  New York:  Oxford University Press, 2006.
The treatment and role of women are among the most discussed and controversial aspects
of Islam. The rights of Muslim women have become part of the Western political agenda,
often perpetuating a stereotype of universal oppression. Muslim women living in
America continue to be marginalized and misunderstood since the 9/11 terrorist attacks.
Yet their contributions are changing the face of Islam as it is seen both within Muslim
communities in the West and by non-Muslims. In their public and private lives, Muslim
women are actively negotiating what it means to be a woman and a Muslim in an
American context. Yvonne Yazbeck Haddad, Jane I. Smith, and Kathleen M. Moore offer
a much-needed survey of the situation of Muslim American women, focusing on how
Muslim views about and experiences of gender are changing in the Western diaspora.
Centering on Muslims in America, the book investigates Muslim attempts to form a new
"American" Islam. Such specific issues as dress, marriage, childrearing, conversion, and
workplace discrimination are addressed. The authors also look at the ways in which
American Muslim women have tried to create new paradigms of Islamic womanhood and
are reinterpreting the traditions apart from the males who control the mosque institutions.
A final chapter asks whether 9/11 will prove to have been a watershed moment for
Muslim women in America.
